
<html>

<head>

<style type="text/css">

body {background-color:cornflowerblue;}

/*body

{

background-image:url('images/background.jpg');

background-repeat:repeat;

 

}*/

h1 {background-color:lavender;}

 

.text1 {

    background-color:ghostwhite;

    text-align: justify;

    text-decoration: underline;

    text-transform: capitalize;

    text-indent: 25px;

}

 

.font1{

    font-family: monospaced;

    font-style:italic;

    font-weight: bold;

    font-size: 15pt;

}

 

a:link, a:visited, a:active {

    text-decoration: none;

}

</style>

</head>

 

<body link="green" vlink="blue" alink="yellow">

    <h1> Heading Background Lavender</h1>

 

    <hr>

    <p class="text1">The background color of this paragraph is affected by

        Ghost White.

        This paragraph is also affected by justification as text alignment.

        This paragraph is also affected by blink text decoration. </p>
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    <p class="font1"> The font family of this paragraph is courier.

        This paragraph

        is affected by italic font style. This paragraph is also affected by

        bold font. This paragraph in-turn has been affected by 15px font size.

    </p>

 

    <p>

        Does this <a href="CSSSample.html" >link</a> have an underline.

        Is it not surprising.

    </p>

    <p>

        This is margin paragraph. The background color of this paragraph is

        affected by Ghost White.

        This paragraph is also affected by <br>justification as text alignment

        This paragraph is also affected by blink text decoration.The font

        family of this paragraph is courier. This paragraph

        is affected by italic font style. This paragraph is also affected by

        bold font. <br>This paragraph in-turn <br>has been affected by 15px

        font size.

      This is margin paragraph. The background color of this paragraph is

      affected by Ghost White.

        This paragraph is also affected by justification as text alignment.

        This paragraph is also affected by blink <br>text decoration.The font

        family of this paragraph is courier. This paragraph

        is affected by <br>italic font style. This paragraph is also affected

       by bold font. This paragraph in-turn has been affected by 15px font siz

      This is margin paragraph. The background color <br>of this paragraph is

      affected by Ghost White.

        This paragraph is also affected by justification as text alignment.

        This paragraph is <br>also affected by blink text decoration.The font

        family of this paragraph is courier. This paragraph

        is affected by italic font style. This paragraph is also affected by

        bold font. This paragraph in-turn has been affected <br>by 15px font

        size.

      This is margin paragraph.<br> The background color of this paragraph is

      affected by Ghost White.

        This paragraph is also affected by justification as text alignment.

        This paragraph is also affected by blink text decoration.<br>The font

        family of this paragraph is courier. This paragraph

        is affected by italic font style. This paragraph is also affected by
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        bold font. This paragraph <br>in-turn has been affected by <br>15px

        font size.

    </p>

 

</body>

</html>
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